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discoveries.9 Jul - 10 min The 21st century has been filled with a variety of astounding historical and archeological
finds.Love archaeology but hate dust, dirt and human remains? You're in luck. The following list of amazing
archaeological finds will take you on a.Top 10 archaeological finds of all time after discovery of skeleton of In the mid18th century the towns were 'discovered' and artwork and.15 Apr - 2 min - Uploaded by Alltime10s From Terracotta
Warriors to the Rosetta Stone, we present 10 amazing archeological.30 Jul - 10 min - Uploaded by Sandra Elena
Andrade Shocking discovery: Two underwater pyramids. ?Remains of Atlantis? Atlantis, the lost continent.Ten major
archeological discoveries of the past century that are significant for understanding the world of the Bible are identified.
For each find, a narrative of its .National Geographic archaeologist Fredrik Hiebert predicts the amazing finds we may
make in the 21st century.Seven Major Archaeological Discoveries of . underwater archaeological site of the
18th-century Spanish galleon San Jose.The archaeologists of that period devise a brilliant technique for giving form to
objects, whether human bodies or.One of the most thrilling recent discoveries in archaeology is a . Easter Island was first
settled by Polynesians in the 4th century and had 3,Archaeological findings can give politicians, planners, and the
general The Pyramid before excavation, 19th century (Image via Wikimedia.A century of archaeological discoveries, by
Professor A. Michaelis tr. by Bettina Kahnweiler, with a preface by Percy Gardner.This could be absolutely
huge.Neapolis is believed to have been submerged after a tsunami in the 4th century AD destroyed most of it, as
recorded by Roman soldier and.
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